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Abstract
We consider an international economy where the purchasing power parity (PPP) is violated
and ﬁnancial asset returns and exchange rates follow, in real terms, general diﬀusion processes
driven by K state variables. A country-speciﬁc representative individual trades on available assets to maximize the expected utility of her ﬁnal consumption. Her optimal strategy is shown
to contain, in addition to the usual speculative component, only two hedging components,
however large is K. The ﬁrst one is associated with domestic interest rate risk and the second
one with the risk brought about by the co-movements of the interest rates and the market
prices of risk. The implementation of the strategy thus is much easier than with the traditional
Merton decomposition, as it involves estimating the characteristics of the yield curve and the
market prices of risk only, rather than those of numerous (and a priori unknown) state variables. In view of the necessity for optimizing agents to account for the (partial) asset return
predictability that derives from the investorsÕ hedging demands at equilibrium, our result signiﬁcantly lessens the diﬃculty of achieving the optimal portfolio strategy. The second hedging
term turns out to depend on interest rate diﬀerentials across countries and to encompass hedging against PPP deviations. Therefore, in contrast with previous models that obtained a (direct) currency risk hedging component in a rather ad hoc manner, our decomposition leads
to optimal (indirect) currency risk hedging in a natural and general way. It also provides
new insights as to the pricing of foreign exchange risk at equilibrium.
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1. Introduction
This paper addresses the issue of optimal international portfolio allocation in a
general multi-period model where, in particular, exchange rate and interest rate risks
are present. It posits an international economy where real exchange rates, real interest rates and real stock price changes follow general stochastic processes whose drifts
and diﬀusion parameters are driven by an arbitrary number of state variables. Investors thus face a stochastic investment opportunity set. 1 A (reference country, or
‘‘domestic’’) representative investor trades on stocks, bonds and bills issued in various national economies in order to maximize the expected utility of his or her terminal wealth. The traditional solution to the problem is derived by using the
stochastic dynamic programming technique pioneered in ﬁnance by Merton. The investorÕs optimal portfolio strategy is known to contain a speculative element and as
many Merton–Breeden terms as there are state variables. 2 The latter are hedging devices against the unfavorable shifts in their investment opportunity set brought
about by the state variables. However, while the speculative component is well identiﬁed and easy to interpret and work out, the implementation of the Merton–Breeden
components is problematic as the investor must identify ﬁrst all the relevant state
variables and then estimate their distribution characteristics. Fama (1998) shows
that, ignoring estimation problems, it is possible to ﬁnd the set of state variables that
are priced when the state variables are identiﬁed, but virtually impossible to do so
when they are not, even though their number is known. This makes the implementation of the investor strategy diﬃcult if not impossible.
Consequently, we follow a diﬀerent route and use the martingale approach and
the methodology developed by Cox and Huang (1989, 1991). 3 The investorÕs optimal strategy is shown to be much simpler than in the traditional analysis. Indeed,
it includes, in addition to the speculative component, two hedging elements only,
however large is the postulated number of state variables. These two, novel, terms
are akin to but diﬀerent from the usual Merton–Breeden hedges. The ﬁrst one is
shown to be associated with domestic interest rate risk. The second one is associated
with the risk brought about by the co-movements of the domestic interest rates and
the international market prices of risk. Since this component depends on real interest
rate diﬀerentials across countries and/or real exchange rate ﬂuctuations, it encompasses hedging against violations of the purchasing power parity (PPP). This new de-

1
Real exchange rates are assumed not to be equal to (the constant) one because of violations of the
PPP. The latter may be due to diﬀerences in consumption tastes or to various imperfections related to
sovereignty, such as taxes and border controls, that generate diﬀerences in the prices of the various goods
to which investors have access. Consequently, expected real returns on two ‘‘equivalent’’ assets
denominated in two diﬀerent currencies will not be equal. Even a casual observation of real exchange rates
demonstrates that they vary signiﬁcantly over time and substantially diﬀer in cross-sections.
2
See Merton (1973) and Breeden (1979). When utility functions are logarithmic, however, all Merton–
Breeden terms vanish, due to the myopia that then characterizes the investorsÕ behavior.
3
Uppal (1993) and Basak and Gallmeyer (1999) also use the martingale approach, but address (distinct)
equilibrium issues in a diﬀerent international framework.
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composition sheds a new light on the twin issues of the pricing of real exchange rate
risk at equilibrium and the (partial) predictability of international asset returns.
In the absence of barriers to international investment and in the presence of exact
PPP, the standard one-factor Asset Pricing Model is known to hold internationally.
However, when PPP is violated, expected real returns diﬀer and exchange risk is
priced. Following Solnik (1974), Sercu (1980), and Stulz (1981), the international asset pricing model of Adler and Dumas (1983) exhibits, in addition to the risk premium associated with the market portfolio, risk premiums based upon the
covariances of asset returns with exchange rates. The thus suggested direct inclusion
of exchange risk(s) in a multi-factor pricing model is empirically examined by Jorion
(1990, 1991), Bodnar and Gentry (1993), Cooper and Kaplanis (1994), Choi and Prasad (1995) and He and Ng (1998) among others. Dumas and Solnik (1995) use a conditional model that allows for time variation in the rewards for currency risk. Their
results for the equities and currencies of the worldÕs four largest stock markets support the existence of exchange risk premiums. Vassalou (2000) provides some tests of
unconditional restrictions implied by this inclusion and ﬁnds support also for the
pricing of foreign exchange risk in stock returns. De Santis and Gerard (1998) analyze the equity and Eurocurrency deposit markets of four major countries (Germany,
Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States). A version of the international
CAPM that includes both worldwide market risk and foreign exchange risk is
strongly supported. With the exception of the US stock market, the premium for currency risk often represents a signiﬁcant fraction of the total premium. Not surprisingly, while for stocks the average premium for currency risk is a small fraction of
the average total premium, most of the premium associated with Eurodeposits is
compensation for currency risk exposure. Similarly, in their study of the Japanese
stock market, Choi et al. (1998) use a three-factor model and assume directly that
one factor inﬂuencing the jth asset nominal excess return is an exchange risk factor.
The other factors are the market risk factor and an interest rate risk factor. In both
papers, the components of the risk premiums are shown to vary signiﬁcantly over
time. Domowitz et al. (1998), using an interesting methodology, ﬁnd similarly in
the Mexican government debt market that the currency (peso) risk premium is economically signiﬁcant, time varying and persistent.
However, the models quoted above either are special cases with a constant investment opportunity set or use ‘‘ad hoc’’ state variables to exhibit foreign exchange risk
pricing. For instance, Adler and Dumas (1983) substitute an indirect utility function
that depends on both nominal consumption and a random price index (or inﬂation
rate) for the direct utility function that depends on real consumption. 4 Inﬂation
rates diﬀering across economies, PPP is violated. 5 Since these rates play the role
of state variables, currency risk premiums are obtained, except if the representative
individual of each relevant country has log utility. In our more general setting, we

4

Theirs thus is a special case with only one state variable (the domestic inﬂation rate) for the reference
country investor.
5
Therefore, in a way, their national representative investor does suﬀer from money illusion.
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show that, in the investorÕs optimal strategy, currency risk is not hedged per se.
Rather, it is indirectly hedged through the more general component that hedges
against the random ﬂuctuations of the market prices of risk for the various traded
assets. 6 Consequently, currency risk will not be priced per se, but will be indirectly
through the pricing of this more general risk. On the contrary, the ﬁrst hedging component of the optimal strategy being a hedge against domestic interest rate risk, the
latter risk will be priced in a direct manner. Thus, our ﬁndings provide theoretical
support to empirical models such as the one postulated by Choi et al. (1998).
Our new decomposition also provides new insights regarding the issue of asset return predictability. While the question of why exactly returns are (partially) predictable is still debated, modern asset pricing theories link this return predictability to
hedging demands of investors. Diﬀerent sensitivities of asset returns to the underlying state variables that generate time-varying market returns cause risk premiums on
the assets to diﬀer. Accordingly, the additional risk premiums that are attributable to
currency risk hedging will contribute to this predictability. 7 More generally, mounting empirical evidence suggests that, in contrast with a long tradition of results, asset
returns are (at least partially) predictable. Following the lead of De Bondt and Thaler (1987), Chen et al. (1986) and Fama and French (1989), recent research 8 has
provided strong evidence that stock returns are partially persistent. 9 Similarly, evidence reported by Fama and Bliss (1986) and more recently by Cochrane (1999) suggests that the expectations hypothesis for bond returns seems to perform poorly, at
least at short (one year) horizons. On the same grounds, the predictability of international equity returns has been empirically tested by Harvey (1991), Bekaert and
Hodrick (1992), Ferson and Harvey (1993), Lamont (1998) and Fama and French
(1998). Ignoring this predictability may lead to important welfare losses. For example, the empirical work of Glen and Jorion (1993) strongly suggests that international portfolios hedged against currency risks outperform (in a mean–variance
sense) equivalent non-hedged ones, the measure of performance being the Sharpe
ratio. Also, two studies by Solnik (1993, 1998) on international equity portfolios indicate that, if in the very long run hedging currency risk is unimportant, in the short
or medium term, there is room for optimal, investor speciﬁc, currency risk hedging.
More generally, Balduzzi and Lynch (1999) have recently shown that the (utility)
costs of behaving myopically and ignoring predictability can be substantial. Finally,
all the risk premiums have consistently been shown to vary over time and consequently the length of the investorÕs horizon is a crucial parameter, as argued by Bar-

6

This hedging component will degenerate into a pure currency risk hedging component if the drifts and/
or volatilities of the real exchange rate dynamics are stochastic while all the other opportunity set
parameters are deterministic.
7
For example, Hodrick et al. (1999) ﬁnd some recent evidence for the role of hedging demands in
explaining the returns on the G7-country stock market indices.
8
See Jegadeesh and Titman (1993), Flood et al. (1994), Fama and French (1993, 1996) and Cochrane
(1997), among others.
9
This does not necessarily imply that mechanical trading rules will always, or even sometimes, beat the
market since transaction and information costs must be taken into account in real life situations.
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beris (2000). For instance, Brennan et al. (1997) found that (longer horizon) portfolio strategies that take into account the predictability of asset returns signiﬁcantly
outperform (short horizon) portfolio strategies that ignore it.
Since ignoring the partial predictability of asset returns in designing portfolio
strategies may lead to substantial losses, FamaÕs (1998) above-mentioned critique
makes optimal investment decisions diﬃcult. Our proposed decomposition eases
substantially the implementation of the optimal strategy since it involves estimating
the characteristics of the domestic yield curve and the international market prices of
risk only, rather than those of numerous and a priori unknown state variables. In
addition, the investorÕs time horizon is shown explicitly to play a crucial role in
the optimal strategy design, in sharp contrast with the literature in continuous time
in which only an instantaneous horizon comes into play. More precisely, we show
that the maturity relevant for the two hedging terms coincides with the investorÕs
horizon, and that there is no need to hedge against instantaneous ﬂuctuations of
the state variables.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the economic framework and details the main assumptions of the model. In Section 3, we
derive, discuss and interpret the optimal portfolio strategy of an investor whose utility function exhibits constant relative risk aversion (CRRA), contrasting the (nonmyopic) isoelastic and the (myopic) logarithmic cases. Section 3 also provides a
simpliﬁed, illustrative, version of the general model. Section 4 examines the various
implications of these results regarding the currency risk premium puzzle and the predictability of asset returns. Section 5 concludes and oﬀers some suggestions for possible extensions. Main proofs are gathered in mathematical Appendix A.

2. The economic framework
We consider an M-country international economy in continuous time. Each country produces a single good from one technology. Because of (implicit) tax diﬀerentials or border controls, PPP is violated so that real exchange rates across
countries are not equal to one and vary randomly. However, the international ﬁnancial market is both frictionless and perfectly integrated so that individuals can trade
on any available ﬁnancial asset, regardless of their nationalities. They all have access,
in each country, to a money market account, a non-dividend paying stock, and enough pure discount bonds of diﬀerent maturities to ensure that the whole international ﬁnancial market is complete. Accordingly, each and every ﬁnancial risk is
hedgeable in this international economy, although the investment opportunity set
evolves in a stochastic manner and is driven by an arbitrary number of state variables. The following sets of assumptions formalize this framework and provide the
necessary details.
Assumption set 1. Trading in the international ﬁnancial market takes place continuously over the time interval ½0; sE , where sE is the horizon of the international
economy. There are N sources of risk across the M countries (economies). They are
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represented by N independent Brownian motions fZi ðtÞ; t 2 ½0; sE ; i ¼ 1; . . . N g deﬁned on a complete probability space ðX; F ; P Þ where X is the state space, F is the rﬁeld representing measurable events and P is the historical probability measure. All
the processes deﬁned below are diversely aﬀected by these sources of risk and
adapted to the augmented ﬁltration generated by the N Brownian motions. This
ﬁltration is noted F  fFt gt2½0;sE  and satisﬁes the usual conditions. 10 As often in the
martingale approach to the yield curve, all the term structures are characterized by
the dynamics of the relevant instantaneous forward interest rates. Financial integration between the economies implies in particular that all the yield curves aﬀect the
risk and expected return on all available assets.
Assumption set 2. Each country j (j ¼ 1; . . . ; M) produces one consumption good
from one technology. Therefore, without much loss of generality, only one stock
(index) in each country is available for trade. In each economy, the numeraire is the
consumption good so that every domestic variable is expressed in real terms from the
domestic investorÕs viewpoint. The reference economy, j ¼ 1, is the home country of
our investor.
Assumption set 3. The drifts and diﬀusion parameters of all stochastic processes
deﬁned below depend on an unspeciﬁed number K of state variables X ðtÞ. The latter
evolve through time according to the following stochastic diﬀerential equation
(SDE):
dX ðtÞ ¼ dðt; X ðtÞÞ dt þ wðt; X ðtÞÞ dZðtÞ;

ð1Þ

where d is a (K  1) vector and w is a (K  N ) matrix. Note that some asset prices
and/or interest rates deﬁned below (in particular the spot interest rate prevailing in
the reference country) may themselves belong to the set of the K state variables. For
brevity, the dependence of a variable on X ðtÞ will be formally ignored, e.g.
f ðt; s; X ðtÞÞ ¼ f ðt; sÞ, unless ambiguity arises.
Assumption set 4. In each country, the domestic, real, instantaneous forward rate
solves the following SDE:
dfj ðt; T Þ ¼ lj ðt; T ; X ðtÞÞ dt þ

N
X

mji ðt; T ; X ðtÞÞ dZi ðtÞ

j ¼ 1; . . . ; M;

ð2Þ

i¼1

where, for brevity, the drift and diﬀusion parameters will sometimes be noted lj ðtÞ
and mji ðtÞ, respectively. We thus use a model for the yield curves a la Heath et al.
(1992), albeit a general version in which all drifts and diﬀusion parameters depend on
the state variables, in the spirit of the recent paper by De Jong and Santa Clara
(1999). This characterization is very general and, in particular, can be specialized to
preclude forward rates to take on negative values. The drifts lj ðtÞ are assumed to
10
The r-ﬁeld contains the events whose probability with respect to P is null. See for instance Karatzas
and Shreve (1991).
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satisfy the necessary conditions so that each equation (2) has a unique solution. 11; 12
Also, it is readily seen that all the real yield curves are correlated, but that correlation
is imperfect.
The real spot rate rj ðtÞ is then such that rj ðtÞ ¼ fj ðt; tÞ and the locally riskless asset
(money market account), starting at Bj ð0Þ ¼ 1, is such that
Z t

Bj ðtÞ ¼ exp
rj ðsÞ ds ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; M:
ð3Þ
0

Consider now a default-free pure discount bond issued in country j and maturing at
time sj‘ < sE . Its price at t < sj‘ is equal to
 Z sj‘

fj ðt; T Þ dT ;
ð4Þ
Pj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ ¼ exp 
t

and, applying It^
oÕs Lemma, the dynamics of its price is given by
N
X
dPj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ
¼ ½bj‘ ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞ þ rj ðt; X ðtÞÞ dt þ
rPj‘i ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞ dZi ðtÞ;
Pj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ
i¼1

ð5Þ

where one need not specify the risk premium bj‘ ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞ associated with the bond
returns for the rest of the analysis, and the rPj‘i ðt; sj‘ Þ, short notation for
rPj‘i ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞ, are functionally related to the mji ðtÞ present in Eq. (2).
Finally, the real price of the stock (index) issued in economy j obeys the following
SDE:
N
X
dSj ðtÞ
¼ lsj ðt; X ðtÞÞ dt þ
rsji ðt; X ðtÞÞ dZi ðtÞ;
Sj ðtÞ
i¼1

j ¼ 1; . . . ; M:

ð6Þ

These stocks do not pay dividends between 0 and sE .
Assumption set 5. The real spot exchange rate ej ðtÞ between the reference currency
and country j currency (j ¼ 2; . . . ; M) evolves through time according to
N
X
dej ðtÞ
¼ lej ðt; X ðtÞÞ dt þ
reji ðt; X ðtÞÞ dzi ðtÞ;
ej ðtÞ
i¼1

j ¼ 2; . . . ; M:

ð7Þ

Note that this speciﬁcation allows the exchange rate to be inﬂuenced by sources of
risk that aﬀect none of the yield curves, if one so desires. These sources of risk could
summarize the various exogenous shocks aﬀecting the real exchange rates such as
real shocks brought about by interactions between the economies considered here
and other countries. Obviously, if there were no deviations from PPP in this model,
all drifts lej and diﬀusion parameters reji would be nil.
11
12

See conditions C.1 p. 80 and C.2 p. 81 of Heath et al. (1992).
To avoid tedious repetitions, we mention this only once although it applies to all relevant SDE.
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Now, adopting the reference country investorÕs viewpoint, all foreign asset prices
must be converted using the real exchange rates ej ðtÞ. All converted prices will be distinguished by the symbol b. For instance, Pbj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ is the price of the maturity sj‘ foreign discount bond issued in country j (6¼ 1) expressed in units of the reference
country good. Thus, Pbj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ ¼ Pj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þej ðtÞ, and applying It^
oÕs Lemma yields
N
X
b
d P j‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ ^
¼ bj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ dt þ
ð8Þ
r^Pj‘i ðt; sj‘ Þ dZi ðtÞ; j ¼ 2; . . . ; M;
Pbj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ
i¼1
where
b^j‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ  bj‘ ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞ þ rj ðtÞ þ lej ðt; X ðtÞÞ þ

N
X

rPj‘i ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞreji ðt; X ðtÞÞ

i¼1

and
r^Pj‘i ðt; sj‘ Þ  rPj‘i ðt; sj‘ ; X ðtÞÞ þ reji ðt; X ðtÞÞ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; N :

b j ðtÞ ¼ Bj ðtÞej ðtÞ and the
Similarly, we obtain for the money market accounts B
b
stocks S j ðtÞ ¼ Sj ðtÞej ðtÞ, respectively:
N
X
b j ðtÞ
dB
¼^
rj ðtÞ dt þ
reji ðtÞ dZi ðtÞ; j ¼ 2; . . . ; M;
ð9Þ
b j ðtÞ
B
i¼1
where r^j ðtÞ  lej ðtÞ þ rj ðtÞ, and
N
X
db
S j ðtÞ
r^Sji ðtÞ dZi ðtÞ;
¼ l^Sj ðtÞ dt þ
b
S j ðtÞ
i¼1

j ¼ 2; . . . ; M;

ð10Þ

where
l^Sj ðtÞ  lSj ðt; X ðtÞÞ þ lej ðt; X ðtÞÞ þ

N
X

rSji ðt; X ðtÞÞreji ðt; X ðtÞÞ

i¼1

and
r^Sji ðtÞ  rSji ðt; X ðtÞÞ þ reji ðt; X ðtÞÞ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; N :

Assumption set 6. The international ﬁnancial market is free of frictions and arbitrage
opportunities. Financial assets investors have access to include, in each country, a
riskless asset, a stock and bonds of various maturities such that the international
market is complete, although each and every national market may be incomplete
when considered in isolation. We further assume, without loss of generality, that our
reference country investor trade L bonds per country. Hence we in fact assume that
the number of traded assets (M stocks, M  L bonds, and M money market accounts) is such that 2M þ M  L ¼ N þ 1.
This assumption implies, in particular, that each term structure is driven by an
arbitrary number of factors.
Since there is no arbitrage opportunity in this complete market, there exists a
probability measure equivalent to P with respect to a given numeraire such that
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the prices expressed in terms of this numeraire are martingales. When the numeraire
is the riskless asset yielding r1 ðtÞ, the probability measure, denoted by Q, is the socalled ‘‘risk-neutral’’ probability. Q is constructed such that

 Z t

Z
dQ 
1 t
0
0
 gðtÞ ¼ exp 
/ðsÞ dZðsÞ 
/ðsÞ /ðsÞ ds ;
ð11Þ
dP Ft
2 0
0
where the 0 denotes a transpose,
2
3
r^ðtÞ  r1 ðtÞ1M1
1 4 ^
bðtÞ  r1 ðtÞ1M 5;
/ðtÞ  KðtÞ
l^S ðtÞ  r1 ðtÞ1ML
 1) vector of the market prices of risks, with r^ðtÞ the ððM  1Þ  1Þ vector
b^ðtÞ the ððM  LÞ  1Þ vector of b^j‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ; l^S ðtÞ the ðM  1Þ vector of
and
2
3
Ke ðtÞ
KðtÞ  4 KP ðtÞ 5;
K S ðt Þ

is the (N
of ^
rj ðtÞ,
l^Sj ðtÞ, 13

is the (N  N ) matrix of volatilities, with Ke ðtÞ the ððM  1Þ  N Þ matrix of reji ðtÞ,
KP ðtÞ the ððM  LÞ  N Þ matrix of r^Pj‘i ðt; sj‘ Þ and KS ðtÞ the (M  N ) matrix of
r^Sji ðtÞ. 14
Note that (i) Q is unique and KðtÞ full rank since the international market is complete, and (ii) the market price of risk /ðtÞ is in general a stochastic vector process. 15
Assumption set 7. All the portfolio strategies followed by investors are admissible, 16
in particular self-ﬁnancing. These strategies consist in determining at each instant t
the number of units of all available assets. Note that only the reference country
money market account is a (locally) riskless asset from our reference investorÕs
viewpoint.

3. The optimal portfolio strategy
We analyze ﬁrst the reference country investorÕs problem. We solve it when her
utility function is isoelastic, and then when it is logarithmic. Lastly, we discuss
and interpret the optimal solutions.
To ease the notation, we have set b^1‘ ðt; s1‘ Þ  b1‘ ðt; s1‘ Þ and l^S1 ðtÞ  lS1 ðtÞ.
Similarly, we have deﬁned r^Pl‘i ðt; s1‘ Þ  rP1‘i ðt; s1‘ Þ and r^S1i ðt; s1 Þ  rS1i ðt; s1 Þ.
15
The strong assumption according to which the market price of risk is deterministic is frequently
encountered in the literature when explicit solutions are sought for. We will not need it.
16
To save space, we do not specify the (well known) properties of admissible strategies. See Harrison
and Kreps (1979), Harrison and Pliska (1981), Cox and Huang (1989) and Heath et al. (1992).
13
14
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3.1. The investor’s program
The investorÕs horizon is noted s, with s < minðsj‘ Þj‘2½1;ML , which ensures that all
bonds are long-lived assets from her viewpoint. Her problem is to choose an optimal
(expected utility maximizing) portfolio strategy, i.e. the number of units of the available domestic and foreign assets. As the investment opportunity set ﬂuctuates randomly due to the presence of state variables, her utility function is assumed to
exhibit CRRA to ensure explicit solutions. This assumption is standard in the literature relative to the optimal asset allocation issue. 17 Since the instantaneous forward
rates are Markovian, the thrust of our results would nevertheless be preserved under a
more general HARA utility function. 18 In this framework, however, no intuition is
lost because of the CRRA assumption. Also, under the complete market assumption,
taking intermediate consumption into explicit account would be easy but would not
add anything to this intuition. In order for the elegant method pioneered by Pliska
(1986) and Cox and Huang (1989) to be applicable, we further assume that all parameters in the model satisfy the necessary conditions for an optimal solution to exist.
The ﬁrst CRRA utility function is the isoelastic utility such that
1
a
uðV ðs; xÞÞ ¼ V ðs; xÞ ;
a

x 2 X;

0 < a < 1;

ð12Þ

where (1  a) is the (positive, smaller than one) constant of relative risk aversion.
The second CRRA function is the logarithmic utility that characterizes a Bernoulli investor and uniquely possesses the myopic property
uðV ðs; xÞÞ ¼ lnðcV ðs; xÞÞ;

x 2 X;

ð13Þ

where c is a mere scale parameter. This case corresponds to the limit of the isoelastic
utility function for a ¼ 0. The relative risk aversion coeﬃcient thus is equal to 1.
The investorÕs problem is to choose the number of units of the locally riskless asset
CB1 ðtÞ, the numbers of units of the foreign (risky) money market accounts CBj ðtÞ, for
j ¼ 2; . . . ; M, and the numbers of risky bonds CPj‘ ðtÞ and of risky stocks CSj ðtÞ, for
j ¼ 1; . . . ; M.
Her wealth V ðtÞ at each time t thus is:
"
#
M
L
X
X
b j ðtÞ þ
V ðtÞ ¼
CBj ðtÞ B
CP ðtÞ Pbj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ þ CSj ðtÞ b
S j ðtÞ ;
j‘

j¼1

‘¼1

b 1 ðtÞ  B1 ðtÞ, b
S 1 ðtÞ  S1 ðtÞ and Pb1‘ ðt; s1‘ Þ  P1‘ ðt; s1‘ Þ to
where here, by convention, B
ease the notation.

17

See for instance the recent papers by Barberis (2000) or Balduzzi and Lynch (1999, 2000).
However, the exact solution to the optimal portfolio problem does depend obviously on which
particular HARA utility function is chosen. For utility functions more general than the HARA family, the
mathematics are much more involved.
18
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Using It^
oÕs Lemma, the wealth dynamics writes
dV ðtÞ ¼ ðÞ dt þ ½CB ðtÞ0bI B ðtÞKe ðtÞ þ CP ðtÞ0 bI P ðtÞKP ðtÞ þ CS ðtÞ0bI S ðtÞKS ðtÞ dZðtÞ;
ð14Þ
where CB ðtÞ is the ððM  1Þ  1Þ vector of CBj ðtÞ, CP ðtÞ is the ððM  LÞ  1Þ vector of
CPj‘ ðtÞ, CS ðtÞ is the (M  1) vector of CSj ðtÞ, bI B ðtÞ denotes the ððM  1Þ  ðM  1ÞÞ
b j ðtÞ, ðj ¼ 2; . . . MÞ, bI P ðtÞ is the ððM  LÞ  ðM  LÞÞ
diagonal matrix with elements B
diagonal matrix with elements Pbj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ, and bI S ðtÞ is the (M  M) diagonal matrix
with elements b
S j ðtÞ respectively.
Equivalently, (14) rewrites
dV ðtÞ
0
0
0
¼ ðÞ dt þ ½cB ðtÞ Ke ðtÞ þ cP ðtÞ KP ðtÞ þ cS ðtÞ KS ðtÞ dZðtÞ;
V ðtÞ

ð15Þ

where cy ðtÞ0  Cy ðtÞ0bI y ðtÞ=V ðtÞ, for y ¼ B, P and S, are expressed as proportions of
total wealth. Our results thus are couched in terms of portfolio weights, as is usual in
the literature.
We use the martingale approach to solve this problem. As log utility is a special
case of isoelastic utility, one need not derive it explicitly. It will suﬃce to set a equal
to zero in the optimal solution to the isoelastic case.
The investorÕs international portfolio problem then writes



a
P V ðsÞ
P V ðsÞ
max E
¼ V ð0Þ;
ð16Þ
s:t: E
hðsÞ
a
where 0 < a < 1 [a ¼ 0 for log utility] and hðsÞ is the value at date s of the optimal
growth portfolio.
Indeed, to simplify the computation of the investorÕs optimal strategy, we make
use of hðtÞ, the numeraire, or optimal growth, portfolio, which makes the h-denominated value process of any admissible portfolio a martingale under the historical
probability measure P. 19 Formally, hðtÞ is deﬁned as

Z t
 
Z t
dP 
1
0
0
hðtÞ  B1 ðtÞ
¼ exp
/ðsÞ dZðsÞ þ
r1 ðsÞ þ /ðsÞ /ðsÞ ds :
dQ Ft
2
0
0
ð17Þ
This well known numeraire portfolio is the Bernoulli investorÕs optimal portfolio.
3.2. Solution
As shown in Appendix A, which also provides the economic interpretation of
some intermediary results, the solution to the investorÕs program leads to the following proposition:
19

Long (1990).
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Proposition 1. (a) Given the assumptions of the model, the optimal strategy the isoelastic investor of the reference country follows is given by
2
3
cB ðtÞ
4 cP ðtÞ 5 ¼ 1 KðtÞ1 /ðtÞ  a KðtÞ1 rP ðt; sÞ þ KðtÞ1 r^J ða; t; sÞ;
ð18Þ
1
1a
1a
cS ðtÞ
where P1 ðt; sÞ is the price of the (redundant) discount bond issued in the reference country
and whose maturity coincides with the investor’s horizon s, and where r^J ða; t; sÞ0 is the
(1  N ) diffusion vector of the process d b
J ðÞ= b
J ðÞ; b
J ða; t; sÞ  EtP ½h^ðt; sÞa=ða1Þ  being
the instantaneous conditional ða=ða  1ÞÞ ‘‘moment’’ of the Arrow–Debreu prices of the
reference country bond of maturity s [see Appendix A for details].
(b) The optimal strategy the logarithmic investor follows is given by
2
3
cB ðtÞ
4 cP ðtÞ 5 ¼ KðtÞ1 /ðtÞ:
ð19Þ
cS ðtÞ
3.3. Discussion
We comment ﬁrst the more general, isoelastic, case. Note that all three components of the strategy (18) depend on the preference-dependent parameter a, which
is investor speciﬁc. Also note that the last two terms equally depend on the investorÕs
horizon s.
The ﬁrst component of the investorÕs strategy is the speculative element. Recalling
from (11) the deﬁnition of the market prices of risk (MPR) /ðtÞ associated with the
risky assets, this speculative part is a usual mean–variance type term. It is of course a
decreasing function of the investorÕs risk aversion (1  a). Also, since the investor has
access to the locally riskfree asset yielding r1 ðtÞ, it is the risk premiums present in the
deﬁnition of the MPR vector /ðtÞ that show up in the numerator instead of the drifts
of the price processes.
Note at this point that there is no essential diﬀerence between investing in domestic risky assets and investing in foreign ones. Both are required to span the sources of
uncertainty present in the international economy and to allow for a ﬁrst best optimum, and both are priced such that the trade-oﬀ between expected return and risk
is compatible with equilibrium. Therefore, the usual interpretation according to
which the position in foreign bonds is tantamount to plain currency risk hedging 20
is at best misleading: If the investor wants to hedge, why would he invest in foreign
assets in the ﬁrst place?
The second and third terms of Eq. (18) diﬀer markedly from what is oﬀered in the
(abundant) literature on inter-temporal portfolio choices. For instance, Merton
(1969, 1971) or Adler and Dumas (1983), following the traditional route of stochastic
20
See for instance Solnik (1974). This is not to say, as will be seen below, that currency-related hedging
in the Merton–Breeden sense is absent from the strategy.
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dynamic programming leading to the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman equation, write the
investorÕs value function as a function of the state variables and derive the optimal
demands. In our setting, this would have produced K hedges against the instantaneous risks associated with the K state variables. In contrast, our investorÕs strategy
exhibits two hedging terms against two particular sources of risk: The interest rate
risk related to the random evolution of the money market account value B1 ðtÞ accruing at the stochastic rate r1 ðtÞ, and the risk associated with the random ﬂuctuations
of the MPR /ðtÞ that are embedded in the Radon–Nicodym derivative gðtÞ deﬁned
by Eq. (11). These two sources of risk will be interpreted below as (i) the interest rate
risk measured up to the investment horizon and (ii) a mixture of the (maturity s) bond
price volatility and of the MPR volatility. 21; 22
The second ingredient in (18) is an informationally based component that hedges
against unfavorable shifts in the investment opportunity set that are due to interest
rate risk. Therefore, the rational investor wants to protect herself against situations
in which her wealth is smaller because of such shocks. It is akin to (but diﬀerent
from) a standard Merton–Breeden hedge component since the latter hedges against
the random ﬂuctuations of a particular state variable. In addition, our second component has here a distinctive feature: The asset that the investor implicitly uses is not
the money market account which is common to all investors, but the discount bond
whose maturity date coincides with her own investment horizon, P1 ðt; sÞ. Thus the role
of the investorÕs horizon has emerged in a natural and elegant way in the optimal
portfolio strategy. This result is intuitive in so far as she wishes to hedge against
changes in her opportunity set for a time period that is not inﬁnitesimal but extends
up to her horizon, but not beyond. 23 Consequently, this hedging term tends to zero
as the investorÕs horizon shrinks. It is important to notice (i) that this bond P1 ðt; sÞ is
a synthetic asset which the investor could easily manufacture since the market is complete, and (ii) that this implicit synthetic asset is found endogenously as part of the
solution to the investorÕs problem, as opposed to being included on a priori grounds
in the investorÕs portfolio.
The last term in Eq. (18), although couched in rather abstract terms, also lends
itself to various economic interpretations. As shown above, b
J ða; t; sÞ is related to
the contingent Arrow–Debreu prices h^ðt; sÞ of one unit of the discount bond
P1 ðt; sÞ maturing at the investorÕs horizon, conditional on the information available
21
In a setting restricted to a domestic economy, Lioui and Poncet (2001) also exhibit two hedging terms
analogous to the ones derived here.
22
It is worth noting that: (i) Even if the drifts and diﬀusion parameters relative to stocks and the risk
premium and diﬀusion parameters relative to bonds were deterministic, the two types of risk would remain
since the MPR /ðtÞ includes terms directly related to (stochastic) interest rates; (ii) even if one made the
frequently used but strong assumption that the MPR follows a deterministic process, the ﬁrst source of
risk would still be present; and (iii) if, on the other hand, one assumes deterministic interest rates, the
second source of risk (MPR) remains, provided the drifts or volatilities relative to stocks and/or exchange
rates are stochastic.
23
The only models that exhibit this feature are those of Sørensen (1999) and Lioui and Poncet (2001)
cast in a domestic economy. Furthermore, in Sørensen, the yield curve is restricted to obey VasicekÕs model
and the only state variable is the spot interest rate.
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at date t. Thus r^J ða; t; sÞ, the diﬀusion vector of the stochastic process d b
J ðÞ= b
J ðÞ, is a
measure of the risk associated with the random volatility of these contingent Arrow–
Debreu prices and thus measures essentially both the volatility of the discount bond
price volatility and that of the MPR. Accordingly, the last element in (18) also qualiﬁes as a hedge. It is also investor speciﬁc as it depends on both the investorÕs risk
aversion coeﬃcient and his horizon. In a certain way, h^ðt; sÞ plays the role of a state
variable that encompasses the random ﬂuctuations of both the reference country
yield curve and of the MPR. This is because h^ðt; sÞ is linked to both P1 ðt; sÞ and
hðtÞ and that the latter depends essentially (see Eq. (17)) on the MPR vector /ðtÞ.
Thus, in that sense, this component can be interpreted as a kind of Merton–Breeden
hedging term. However, exactly like the second term in (18), it is a hedge, not against
the random shifts of a single state variable, but against the random volatility of the
contingent Arrow–Debreu prices h^ðt; sÞ relevant to the investorÕs horizon. Incidentally, notice that the investorÕs horizon plays here, as in the second term of Eq.
(18), a crucial role in sharp contrast with the classical approach in which investors
hedge against instantaneous risks.
In a complete market, all the risks brought about by the economic factors (the
state variables) must be embedded in the stochastic discount factor (the pricing kernel), so that the market price of risk sums up all the relevant information available
on the market. This explains our ﬁnding that the usual K hedging terms can be reduced to two (and even to one, if interest rates were deterministic).
It is instructive to compare our results with those obtained by Breeden (1979) in his
seminal contribution. In his economy, as in Merton (1973), the investment opportunity set is driven by state variables, thus changes over time in a stochastic manner.
Yet, in contrast with Merton, whose CAPM exhibits two (or more) betas, one vis
a-vis the market portfolio and one (or more) vis-a-vis the state variable(s), his
consumption-based CAPM (CCAPM) exhibits a single (consumption) beta. This is
because the ultimate concern of all investors is real consumption, and that the latter
variable encompasses all the sources of risk that aﬀect the economy. His insight thus
leads to a parsimonious model that is on a priori grounds more tractable than its
multi-beta rivals. Similarly, Stulz (1981) provides BreedenÕs simpliﬁcation of the
Solnik (1974) model in an international framework, the key variable being the aggregate per capita consumption, which leads to an international CCAPM. Our approach
also leads to a portfolio strategy that is parsimonious vis-a-vis what is available in the
literature and whose implementation is easier. Indeed, it only involves the estimation
of the characteristics of the reference country yield curve and the various market
prices of risk rather than those of potentially numerous and generally unknown state
variables. In view of FamaÕs (1998) previously quoted results regarding the identiﬁcation and pricing of state variables, our ﬁnding is empirically important. Our model can
be relatively easily implemented. For instance, one can extract from the prices of
quoted options or other derivatives the implicit relevant martingale measures by using
various numerical methods. Finally, as is apparent in the introduction, it is customary
in empirical work to substitute observable state variables (deemed to be ‘‘reasonable’’)
for unobservable ones (derived from a theoretical model). However, this is sensible
only if the latter are clearly identiﬁed. Our approach makes this issue less relevant.
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A word of caution, however, is needed. As shown by Cornell (1981), BreedenÕs (or
StulzÕs) CCAPM may not be in actual testing as parsimonious as it seems to the extent
that, if consumption depends on state variables, the consumption beta will be timevarying and non-stationary. To estimate it correctly then will require that state variables be identiﬁed, and the advantage of the approach will be greatly reduced. Our
own parsimonious model will suﬀer from the same drawback if the vector of MPR
is non-stationary, which unfortunately will be the case in general.
Lastly, turning to the ‘‘benchmark’’ case of the logarithmic utility, Eq. (19) readily
reveals the Bernoulli investorÕs myopic behavior: 24 she holds the optimal growth
portfolio only, the Merton–Breeden-type dynamic hedge components have vanished
since she pays no attention to possible shifts in her (next period) opportunity set. This
is well known and was expected, but shows that our decomposition of the investorÕs
strategy into three terms was not arbitrary but grounded on classical portfolio theory.
Also, although the speculative component (optimal growth portfolio) is left unaffected, the value of the relative risk aversion parameter is now equal to one.
3.4. An illustrative special case
To derive simple and direct solutions that nevertheless illustrate our results, in
particular the role of PPP violations, we assume here that our international economy
comprises the domestic country and a foreign country only. We assume a Gaussian
framework in which the investor can allocate his/her wealth between a domestic
money market account, a domestic discount bond maturing at time s1 , a foreign
money market account and two foreign discount bonds maturing at dates s1 and
s2 . From the domestic investorÕs viewpoint, these ﬁve assets will form a complete
market. Indeed, we assume that there are only four sources of uncertainty across
the two economies, represented by the four independent Brownian motions
fZ1 ðtÞ; Z2 ðtÞ; Z3 ðtÞ; Z4 ðtÞ; t 2 ½0; sE g. There are no explicit state variables (K ¼ 0).
The domestic instantaneous forward interest rate is assumed to solve the following SDE:
dfd ðt; T Þ ¼ ld ðt; T Þ dt þ md1 dZ1 ðtÞ þ md2 dZ2 ðtÞ;

ð20 Þ

where ld ðt; T Þ is deterministic and md1 and md2 are strictly positive constants.
Similarly, the foreign instantaneous forward interest rate solves the following
SDE:
dff ðt; T Þ ¼ lf ðt; T Þ dt þ mf2 dZ2 ðtÞ þ mf3 dZ3 ðtÞ;

ð200 Þ

where lf ðt; T Þ is deterministic and mf2 and mf3 are strictly positive constants.
The dynamics in (20 ) and (200 ) incorporate one common Brownian motion that accounts for the instantaneous correlation between the two term structures. Note that
each term structure has its own speciﬁc risk factor in addition to the common factor.
24
The ‘‘benchmark’’ logarithmic utility function has been widely studied in the ﬁnancial literature. See,
among others, Rubinstein (1976) and Long (1990).
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The spot exchange rate (in units of the domestic currency) solves the following
SDE:
deðtÞ
¼ le ðtÞ dt þ re1 dZ1 ðtÞ þ re2 dZ2 ðtÞ þ re3 dZ3 ðtÞ þ re4 dZ4 ðtÞ;
eðtÞ

ð70 Þ

where le ðtÞ is deterministic and the rei are strictly positive constants. In addition to
the sources of risk that drive the domestic and foreign yield curves, a speciﬁc risk
factor also aﬀects the exchange rate.
As shown in Appendix A, the solution to the domestic (isoelastic) investorÕs program leads to the following proposition:
Proposition 2. The optimal strategy the domestic isoelastic investor follows is given in
this special case by
2
3
2
3
ðs  tÞmd1
cB ðtÞ
6
7
4 cP ðtÞ 5 ¼ 1 KðtÞ1 /ðtÞ  a KðtÞ1 6 ðs  tÞmd2 7
4
5
0
1a
1a
cS ðtÞ
0
2
3
md1
m
 md2 7
1 6
f2
7
þ Bða; t; sÞKðtÞ 6
ð180 Þ
4 mf3 5;
0
where
2

md1 ðs1  tÞ
6
re1
KðtÞ ¼ 6
4
re1
re1

md2 ðs1  tÞ
re2
re2  mf2 ðs1  tÞ
re2  mf2 ðs2  tÞ

/ðtÞ ¼ /1 ðtÞ þ /2 ðtÞðrf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞÞ;

0
re3
re3  mf3 ðs1  tÞ
re3  mf3 ðs2  tÞ

3
0
re4 7
7;
re4 5
re4

ð20Þ

ð21Þ

and Bða; t; sÞ; /1 ðtÞ and /2 ðtÞ are purely deterministic functions defined in Appendix A.
Note that KðtÞ also is deterministic.
In this specialized framework, there still are two hedging terms, against domestic
interest rate risk and against the uncertainty aﬀecting the interest rate differential
(rf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞ). Therefore, currency risk hedging related to PPP deviations stems here
from real interest rates diﬀerential. This does not come as a surprise since hedging
against PPP deviations is related to MPR uncertainty. Since the opportunity set is
deterministic (except for the instantaneous interest rates) and any uncertainty as
to the parameters of the real exchange rate dynamics has been ruled out by assumption (70 ), MPR uncertainty is due solely to interest rate volatility. Had we assumed a
more general dynamics for the real exchange rate, a more complicated structure for
MPR uncertainty would have emerged, as in the general case analyzed above.
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4. Currency risk premium and asset return predictability
In this section, we examine to what extent the above results impinge on the currency risk premium puzzle and the asset return predictability issue.
(a) The classical way to obtain in the investorÕs optimal strategy hedging terms
against currency risk is to assume in an ‘‘ad hoc’’ manner that the exchange rates
ej are state variables. Our alternative approach has shown that, in a world where interest rates are stochastic and PPP deviations exist due to various imperfections affecting the real sectors of the relevant economies, investors will hedge the
ﬂuctuations of the Arrow–Debreu prices h^ðt; sÞ. Recall that the latter encompass
the random ﬂuctuations of the reference country yield curve and of the MPR /ðtÞ.
Also recall that the volatilities of the relevant exchange rates enter both the numerator and the denominator of /ðtÞ, and that real interest rate diﬀerentials (themselves
related to PPP deviations) enter the numerator. Therefore, the third term of Eq. (18)
can (also) be loosely interpreted as a hedge against risks that are related to exchange
rate risks. Consequently, this last component may be viewed as justifying currencyrelated risk hedging on the part of rational investors, i.e. hedging against PPP violation risk. Therefore, in our setting, the presence of currency-related risk hedging is
grounded on sound theoretical arguments and not need the somewhat artiﬁcial
and arbitrary introduction of exchange rates as state variables in the model.
(b) To gain further insights and put our results in perspective, consider ﬁrst a special case in which interest rates and the drifts and diﬀusion parameters of all the relevant stochastic processes, except those relative to exchange rates, are deterministic.
This is the case for instance in Adler and Dumas (1983). 25 In such a context, the risk
associated with the term b
J ða; t; sÞ deﬁned in Appendix A stems only from the ﬂuctuations of exchange rates and b
J ða; t; sÞ rewrites
h
i
a
b
J ða; t; sÞ  EtP h^ðt; sÞa1  gða; s; e2 ; . . . ; eM Þ:
Recall from the discussion following Eq. (18) that in this case, although the ﬁrst
source of risk (interest rate risk) vanishes, the second source of risk associated with
the MPR /ðtÞ remains. However, this second source now comprises currency-related, or PPP-related, risk only. In other words, shifts in the investment opportunity
set are due solely to random changes in the parameters of the exchange rate processes since the other components of the MPR are deterministic. Consequently,
‘‘simple’’ PPP deviation risk, or ‘‘pure’’ currency risk, occurs in this special case.
We stress again that this is obtained without introducing real exchange rates as state
variables.
Another special case is the one implicitly used by De Santis and Gerard (1998)
and Choi et al. (1998). 26 Interest rates are stochastic but the drifts and diﬀusion
25
Recall that they use nominal, deterministic, interest rates and their PPP deviations stem from random
inﬂation rates aﬀecting variously the diﬀerent economies.
26
In both papers, currency risk premiums are shown to vary over time. This ﬁnding is consistent with
the general setting we have adopted here.
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parameters of all the relevant stochastic processes including those relative to exchange rates are deterministic. In that case, the risk associated with b
J ða; t; sÞ stems
only from the ﬂuctuations of real interest rates and b
J ða; t; sÞ rewrites
h
i
a
b
J ða; t; sÞ  EtP h^ðt; sÞa1  lða; s; r1 ðtÞ; ^
rðtÞ  r1 ðtÞ1M1 Þ:
Hence, investors will hedge against real interest rate diﬀerentials. Since these differentials are due to PPP deviations and the latter spring from real exchange rates
ﬂuctuations, currency-related hedging will still take place. This case is in fact a
slightly more general version of our special case of Section 3.4. Incidentally, the
strong empirical relationship between the variations in real interest rate spreads
and in real exchange rates is well established (see for instance the recent study by
Wu (1999) for real interest and exchange rate diﬀerentials between Germany and
Japan) so that econometric estimations of these two special cases will yield similar
results.
As there is no reason to assume that any of these special cases will occur, it is
likely that empirical tests based on them will in general underestimate the size of
the currency risk premiums.
(c) Turning now to equilibrium considerations, market clearing conditions derived from Eq. (18) will lead to the equilibrium expected rates of return for the various assets available. Clearly, these rates of return will contain terms that are related
to both r^P1 ðt; sÞ and r^J ða; t; sÞ. By changing the reference country, the M ‘‘national’’
capital asset pricing models will obtain, each one depending on its own representative individual endowed with his relative risk aversion coeﬃcient a, albeit all set in an
international environment.
(d) As evidenced by Eq. (19), in the special case where investors exhibit logarithmic utility, the equilibrium rates of return will contain pricing factors relative to the
M national market portfolios only. It follows immediately that, in this framework, if
the representative individual in each country exists and has a Bernoulli utility, the
market price of currency risk must be zero due to the investorÕs myopia, even though
PPP does not hold.
(e) In the general case where investors are not myopic, however, the market price
of currency risk will not be nil. This is because the expected rates of return on all assets embedded in /ðtÞ will, in particular, be inﬂuenced by r^J ða; t; sÞ, i.e. by currencyrelated risk. The latter, which is tantamount to PPP deviation risk, will be hedged at
equilibrium, hence priced. Since deviations from PPP imply that the national real
spot rates will diﬀer, currency risk is related to the risk involved by the random ﬂuctuations of real interest rate spreads across countries. In theoretical models, currency
risk is typically linked to inﬂation rate diﬀerentials. 27 We feel that a model in which
it is related to real interest rate diﬀerentials is more relevant to the extent that, ultimately, real interest rates are what matter to all investors. We stress however that

27

See the survey by Adler and Dumas (1983).
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this result would still obtain under deterministic interest rates, provided real exchange rates remain stochastic. This is because the three matrices Ke ðtÞ, KP ðtÞ and
KS ðtÞ composing the matrix KðtÞ that enters the deﬁnition of the MPR /ðtÞ would
still have non-zero elements. 28
(f) This result also bears on the predictability of asset returns issue. To the extent that PPP violations constitute a systematic risk, currency risk will be priced at
equilibrium. Therefore, that part of the risk premium attached to the expected
rates of return that is due to currency-related risk will be at least partly persistent,
making these expected returns partially predictable. One way to interpret our ﬁndings is to view them as enriching the set of priced risks that contribute to enhance
the predictability of international asset returns. For instance, Bekaert and Hodrick
(1992) attempt to characterize predictable components in (excess) returns on equity and foreign exchange markets. One should add to their list, and include in
FamaÕs (1998) one, the (real) spot interest rates and the (real) interest rate diﬀerentials. 29
(g) Finally, recent empirical evidence for both stocks and bonds strongly suggests
that the length of the investment horizon is a very important parameter when assessing whether and to what extent market returns are predictable. In a nutshell, it seems
that at short horizons (say, smaller than 1 year), market returns are essentially unpredictable, as claimed by standard ﬁnancial theory, while at longer horizons (say,
larger than 3 years), they are partially predictable. 30 This could be explained as follows: If short returns are very slightly predictable by some slow-moving variable(s),
that predictability adds up as the horizon enlarges. Now the last two terms of Eq.
(18) explicitly depend on the investorÕs horizon. Therefore, ﬁnding out that investment horizons have a direct inﬂuence on optimal portfolio allocations, hence on
equilibrium rates of return, is both intuitively appealing and consistent with recent
empirical evidence.

5. Concluding remarks
We have derived the optimal portfolio allocation of an expected utility maximizer
in an international context where purchasing power parity does not hold across
economies, and where real rates of return on ﬁnancial assets and real exchange rates
follow fairly general diﬀusion processes driven by an arbitrarily large number of state
variables. Using the martingale approach, we have shown that the optimal strategy
contains three components, a standard speculative component and only two hedging
components, akin to but diﬀerent from the usual Merton–Breeden terms. The ﬁrst
one is associated with domestic interest rate risk and the second one with the risk
28

See Eqs. (8)–(10) and the deﬁnitions following Eq. (11).
When dealing with the empirical implications of the model, one should keep in mind the possible
diﬃculties associated with the MPR vector not being stationary. See the discussion in Section 3.3.
30
See Cochrane (1999). Note that, according to the study by Bekaert and Hodrick (1992), predictability
of exchange rates peaks at six-month horizons and then declines again.
29
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brought about by the co-movements of the domestic interest rates and the international market prices of risk. Implementing the optimal strategy thus is much more
tractable. Moreover, the investorÕs horizon is shown to play a crucial role in the optimal strategy design, in contrast with traditional results. The second hedging component depends on real interest rate diﬀerentials across countries and encompasses
hedging against PPP deviations. In the special case where interest rates remain stochastic but all drifts and volatilities are deterministic, this component is shown to be
a pure currency risk hedging component against PPP deviations. Direct consequences of our results are that asset prices include currency risk premiums at equilibrium and that asset returns are more predictable than theory previously
asserted. These ﬁndings thus have obvious bearing on ﬁnancial asset valuation
and portfolio allocation models, both at the theoretical and practical levels. For instance, in a recent paper Kirby (1998) attacks the asset return predictability issue under an interesting new angle. He shows how rational asset pricing models restrict the
regression-based criteria frequently used to measure return predictability. While his
empirical tests reveal that NYSE stock portfolio returns are too predictable to be
compatible with some well-known pricing models, he concludes that the overall pattern of predictability across these portfolios seems reasonably consistent with what
would be expected when predictability is rational. Our results may also be viewed
as supportive of this conclusion.
The scope of this paper could be broadened in at least three diﬀerent ways. One
possible extension is to consider more general preferences. A ﬁrst step would be to
assume a HARA utility function, of which the isoelastic and logarithmic functions
are special cases. This would make the results more intricate but still tractable under
the complete market assumption. Generalizing preferences further would be much
more involved. For instance, Backus et al. (1993) ﬁnd that postulating that utility
functions exhibit ‘‘habit persistence’’ leads to an overall increase in currency risk premiums. Another, important, extension would be to examine the eﬀects of market incompleteness. This would occur if the number of sources of risk exceeded the
number of international assets available for trade. This could be done, but with further restrictive assumptions on the postulated stochastic processes, if the assumption
of CRRA utility functions were maintained. Finally, the stochastic processes postulated here for the real exchange rates could be endogenously derived by modeling explicitly the way the real sectors of the national economies involved behave, in
particular what (random) production technologies they use and what trade barriers
they face. It is likely, however, that the thrust of our results would not be signiﬁcantly altered by these various generalizations.
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Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 1. Using Cox and Huang (1991) one can easily verify that
program (16) has a unique solution. The ﬁrst-order condition for an optimum writes
1

1

V ðsÞ ¼ ka1 hðsÞ1a ;
where the Lagrange multiplier k is characterized by
a

1

V ð0Þ ¼ ka1 EP ½hðsÞ1a :
In the log utility case (a ¼ 0), V ð0Þ ¼ k1 and V ðsÞ ¼ hðsÞV ð0Þ, which justiﬁes the
interpretation of hðtÞ as the optimal growth portfolio. It follows that
 

h
i

a
1
V ðtÞ
P V ðsÞ 
a1 E P hðsÞ1a ;
¼E
F
¼
k
t
t
hðtÞ
hðsÞ 
where Et ½ denotes the expectation conditional on the information Ft available at
date t.
Thus optimal wealth at time t is equal to
1
a1

h

V ðtÞ ¼ k hðtÞEtP hðsÞ

a
1a

i

"
#
a
1a
o
h
ð
s
Þ
¼ k hðtÞ
EtP
:
hðtÞ
n

1
a1

1
1a



ðA:1Þ

Remark 1. When utility is logarithmic (a ¼ 0), only the ﬁrst term in brackets
{k1 hðtÞ} remains. Thus, only a speculative term will appear in the investorÕs optimal
strategy. In the isoelastic case, however, there exists a second term EtP ½: that
generates dynamic hedging components in the strategy. To see this, rewrite Eq. (A.1)
as
"
a#
o
hðtÞ a1
P
V ðtÞ ¼ k hðtÞ
Et
:
hðsÞ
n

1
a1

1
1a

ðA:2Þ

This term is closely related to the pricing kernel under the historical probability
P. Indeed, this pricing kernel is such that any future random cash-ﬂow yðT Þ has
1
an arbitrage-free price at current date t equal to: yðtÞ ¼ hðtÞEtP ½yðT ÞhðT Þ  ¼
P
Et ½yðT ÞðhðtÞ=hðT ÞÞ.
The logarithmic (a ¼ 0) investor will hold exactly the optimal growth portfolio
(pricing kernel), such that he will not have to hedge against its random ﬂuctuations.
Otherwise (a 6¼ 0), he will ﬁnd it optimal to hedge against random shifts of the drift
and diﬀusion parameter of the pricing kernel. Hence, unless the latter are deterministic functions, there will be additional terms a la Merton–Breeden in his optimal
strategy to hedge against unfavorable shifts in the investment opportunity set. 
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Now the term EtP ½ of Eq. (A.1) can be made explicit as follows:
2
3
a
"
#
!1a
a
1a
1
hðsÞ
B
ðsÞgðsÞ
1
5;
EtP
¼ EtP 4
1
hðtÞ
B1 ðtÞgðtÞ
since, from the deﬁnition of hðtÞ and the deﬁnition (11), hðtÞ ¼ B1 ðtÞgðtÞ1 . Then V ðtÞ
writes
2 "
2
3
a
#
!1a
a

1a
1
n 1
o
1
B
ðsÞ
gðsÞ
1
5
V ðtÞ ¼ ka1 hðtÞ1a 4EtP
 EtP 4
B1 ðtÞ
gðtÞ1
2
33
a
!1a
a

1a
1
B
ðsÞ
gðsÞ
1
55:
þ Covt 4
ðA:3Þ
;
B1 ðtÞ
gðtÞ1
The hedging component in big brackets stems from the existence of two particular
sources of risk, one related to the random evolution of the money market account
value B1 ðtÞ accruing at the stochastic rate r1 ðtÞ, and the other associated with the
random ﬂuctuations of the MPR /ðtÞ that are embedded in the Radon–Nicodym
derivative gðtÞ.
Eq. (A.1) for wealth at time t can be rewritten as
h
i
a
1
V ðtÞ ¼ ka1 hðtÞEtP hðsÞ1a
"
#
a
1a
1
a
1
P
ðt;
sÞhðsÞ
1
P
¼ ka1 hðtÞ1a P1 ðt; sÞa1 Et
P1 ðs; sÞhðtÞ
h
i
1
a
a
1
¼ ka1 hðtÞ1a P1 ðt; sÞa1 EtP h^ðt; sÞa1 ;
ðA:4Þ
where P1 ðt; sÞ is the price of the (redundant, hence replicable) discount bond that is
issued in the reference country and whose maturity coincides with the investorÕs
horizon. This choice is not arbitrary since this bond is the only one for which
P1 ðs; sÞ ¼ 1 (unit of the reference country currency).
Now h^ðt; sÞ  P1 ðs; sÞhðtÞ=P1 ðt; sÞhðsÞ is the Radon–Nicodym derivative associated with the change of numeraire from the optimal growth portfolio hðtÞ to the discount bond price P1 ðt; sÞ, i.e. is the density that allows the prices of all risky assets
using the bond price as numeraire to become martingales under this new probability
measure. It is also the Arrow–Debreu price for one unit of the discount bond in every
possible state of the world.
a
Deﬁning EtP ½h^ðt; sÞa1   b
J ða; t; sÞ and applying It^
oÕs Lemma to b
J ðÞ yields
N
X
db
J ðÞ
¼ ðÞ dt þ
r^Ji ða; t; sÞ dZi ðtÞ;
b
J ðÞ
i¼1

J ðÞ= b
J ðÞ, and b
J ðÞ is
where r^J ða; t; sÞ0 is the (1  N ) diﬀusion vector of the process d b
the instantaneous conditional ða=ða  1ÞÞ ‘‘moment’’ of the Arrow–Debreu prices of
the reference country bond of maturity s.
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Applying It^
oÕs Lemma to Eq. (A.4) in turn yields


dV ðtÞ
1
a
0
0
0
¼ ðÞ dt þ
/ðtÞ 
rP ðt; sÞ þ r^J ða; t; sÞ dZðtÞ;
V ðtÞ
1a
1a 1
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ðA:5Þ

where rP1 ðt; sÞ is deﬁned in the same way as rPj‘ ðt; sj‘ Þ.
Identifying the diﬀusion terms of admissible wealth (15) and optimal wealth (A.5)
leads to Eq. (18). Setting a to zero yields Eq. (19).
Proof of Proposition 2. Using (20 ) and (5), the dynamics of a domestic discount bond
price writes
dPd ðt; si Þ
¼ ½bd ðt; si Þ þ rd ðtÞ dt  md1 ðsi  tÞ dZ1 ðtÞ  md2 ðsi  tÞ dZ2 ðtÞ;
Pd ðt; si Þ

ðA:6Þ

where bd ðt; si Þ is the instantaneous risk premium that can be found by applying ItoÕs
Lemma to Eq. (4).
Similarly, using (200 ), the price of a foreign discount bond follows
dPf ðt; si Þ
¼ ½bf ðt; si Þ þ rf ðtÞ dt  mf2 ðsi  tÞ dZ2 ðtÞ  mf3 ðsi  tÞ dZ3 ðtÞ;
Pf ðt; si Þ

ðA:7Þ

where bf ðt; si Þ is the instantaneous risk premium associated with it.
Using (8), the dynamics of the foreign discount bond expressed in units of the
domestic currency writes
i
d Pbf ðt; si Þ h ^
¼ bf ðt; si Þ þ rf ðtÞ dt þ re1 dZ1 ðtÞ þ ½re2  mf2 ðsi  tÞ dZ2 ðtÞ
Pbf ðt; si Þ
þ ½re3  mf3 ðsi  tÞ dZ3 ðtÞ þ re4 dZ4 ðtÞ;
where b^f ðt; si Þ  bf ðt; si Þ þ le ðtÞ  re2 mf2 ðsi  tÞ  re3 mf3 ðsi  tÞ.
Now, one has
rd ðtÞ ¼ fd ðt; tÞ ¼ fd ð0; tÞ þ

Z

t

ld ðs; tÞ ds þ md1 Z1 ðtÞ þ md2 Z2 ðtÞ

ðA:8Þ

lf ðs; tÞ ds þ mf2 Z2 ðtÞ þ mf3 Z3 ðtÞ:

ðA:9Þ

0

and
rf ðtÞ ¼ ff ðt; tÞ ¼ ff ð0; tÞ þ

Z

t

0

Using (A.6) and (A.8) yields
Z s
Z
Pd ðt; sÞ ¼ exp  fd ð0; sÞ ds 

s

Z

t

ld ðu; sÞ du ds

 md1 ðs  tÞZ1 ðtÞ  md2 ðs  tÞZ2 ðtÞ ;
t

t

0
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and, since
fd ðt; T Þ ¼ fd ð0; T Þ þ

Z

t

ld ðs; T Þ ds þ rd ðtÞ  fd ð0; tÞ 

Z

0

t

ld ðs; tÞ ds;

0

one gets
 Z s
Z
Pd ðt; sÞ ¼ exp  ðfd ð0; sÞ  fd ð0; tÞÞ ds 
t

s

 ðs  tÞrd ðtÞ þ ðs  tÞ

t

ld ðu; sÞ du ds

0

t

Z

Z


t

ld ðu; tÞ du :

ðA:10Þ

0

Using the discount bonds dynamics and the fact that the volatility of the foreign
money market account from the domestic investorÕs viewpoint simply is the exchange rate volatility yields the (4  4) volatility matrix KðtÞ given in Proposition
2. The vector of market prices of risk then is given by
2
3
bd ðt; s1 Þ
6
7
le ðtÞ
6
7
1 6
7;
ðA:11Þ
/ðtÞ ¼ KðtÞ 6
7
4 b^P f ðt; s1 Þ þ rf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞ 5
b^ ðt; s2 Þ þ rf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞ
Pf

or else
2

3

2 3
0
7
6
6 le ðtÞ 7
607
1 6
1
7 þ KðtÞ 6 7ðrf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞÞ
/ðtÞ ¼ KðtÞ 6
7
415
4 b^P f ðt; s1 Þ 5
1
b^ ðt; s2 Þ
bd ðt; s1 Þ

Pf

 /1 ðtÞ þ /2 ðtÞðrf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞÞ;

ðA:12Þ

where /1 ðtÞ and /2 ðtÞ are clearly deterministic functions.
Turning now to the investorÕs strategy, one has by deﬁnition,
h^ðt; sÞ ¼

hðtÞ
:
Pd ðt; sÞhðsÞ

Hence, using (A.10) and (17) yields
 Z s

Z s
0
0
h^ðt; sÞ ¼ exp  /ðsÞ dZðsÞ 
rd ðsÞ þ 12/ðsÞ /ðsÞ ds
t

 exp

t

Z

s

ðfd ð0; sÞ þ fd ð0; tÞÞ ds þ
t

þ ðs  tÞrd ðtÞ  ðs  tÞ

Z
t

Z

t

s

Z

t

ld ðu; sÞ du ds
0


ld ðu; tÞ du :

0

ðA:13Þ
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Using (A.8) one has

Z s
Z s
Z s
rd ðsÞ ds ¼
fd ð0; sÞ þ
ld ðu; sÞ du þ md1 Z1 ðsÞ þ md2 Z2 ðsÞ ds:
t

0

t

Since
Z

s

Zi ðsÞ ds ¼

t

Z

s

ðs  sÞ dZi ðsÞ þ ðs  tÞZi ðtÞ;
t

it follows that

Z s
Z s
Z s
Z s
rd ðsÞ ds ¼
fd ð0; sÞ þ
ld ðu; sÞ du ds þ md1
ðs  sÞ dZ1 ðsÞ
t
t
0
t
Z s
ðs  sÞ dZ2 ðsÞ þ md2 ðs  tÞZ2 ðtÞ:
þ md1 ðs  tÞZ1 ðtÞ þ md2
t

Using (A.8), one gets
Z
t

s

rd ðsÞ ds ¼

Z s
t



Z

fd ð0; sÞ þ

Z

s


Z s
ld ðu; sÞ du ds þ md1
ðs  sÞ dZ1 ðsÞ þ md2

0

t

s

ðs  sÞ dZ2 ðsÞ þ ðs  tÞrd ðtÞ  ðs  tÞfd ð0; tÞ  ðs  tÞ

t



Z

t

ld ðs; tÞ ds:

0

Substituting for this integral into (A.13) yields
Z s

Z
1 s
0
0
h^ðt; sÞ ¼ exp  /ðsÞ dZðsÞ 
/ðsÞ /ðsÞds
2 t
t

Z s
Z s
 exp md1
ðs  sÞdZ1 ðsÞ  md2
ðs  sÞdZ2 ðsÞ þ 2ðs  tÞfd ð0; tÞ :
t

t

ðA:14Þ
 will be random at time t only
Sheer inspection of (A.14) shows that EtP ½h^ðt; sÞ
because /ðtÞ is stochastic. As shown in (A.12), the latter is random because of the
interest rate diﬀerential (rf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞ). In a Gaussian framework, any conditional
expectation of the exponential of a function of this diﬀerential will be the exponential
of an aﬃne function of the instantaneous diﬀerential. It follows that
h
i
a
b
J ða; t; sÞ  EtP h^ðt; sÞa1 ¼ eAða;t;sÞþBða;t;sÞðrf ðtÞrd ðtÞÞ ;
ðA:15Þ
a=ða1Þ

where AðÞ and BðÞ are deterministic functions. Using (A.8) and (A.9), one has
rf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞ ¼ ð Þ  md1 Z1 ðtÞ þ ðmf2  md2 ÞZ2 ðtÞ þ mf3 Z3 ðtÞ;
so that applying ItoÕs Lemma to b
J ðÞ yields
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db
J
¼ ð Þ dt þ Bða; t; sÞdðrf ðtÞ  rd ðtÞÞ
b
J
¼ ð Þ dt þ Bða; t; sÞðmd1 Z1 ðtÞ þ ðmf2  md2 ÞZ2 ðtÞ þ mf3 Z3 ðtÞÞ:
Consequently, in matrix notation, the diﬀusion parameter of the equation above
writes
2
3
md1
6 mf2  md2 7
7
rJ^ ¼ Bða; t; sÞ6
4 mf3 5:
0
Substituting for rJ^ into Eq. (18) yields the desired result.
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